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Urine SERPINC1/ORM1 as
biomarkers for early detection of
lupus nephritis in MRL-lpr mice
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Background: To evaluate the usefulness of urine SERPINC1 and ORM1 as

biomarkers for early detection of lupus nephritis (LN).

Methods: Using proteomics, we screened for potential urine biomarkers that

differentiate LN from systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) patients without

nephritis. In addition, urine levels of target biomarkers were measured by ELISA

in 13- and 23-week-old MRL-lpr (murine model for LN) and MRL/MpJ mice.

Histological analysis was also performed on the kidneys of 23-week-old mice.

Results: Urine SERPINC1 and ORM1 were elevated in SLE patients with newly

diagnosed LN compared with SLE patients without LN (SERPINC1, AUC=.892,

P<.001; ORM1, AUC=.886, P<.001). Levels of urine SERPINC1 and ORM1 were

also significantly higher in MRL-lpr mice than in MRL/MpJ mice at 13 and 23

weeks (SERPINC1: p<.01 and p<.001 at 13 and 23 weeks, respectively; ORM1:

p<.01 at 13 and 23 weeks). In contrast, a significant difference in urine albumin

between the two groups was only observed at 23 weeks (p<.001) not at 13 weeks

(p=.83). Regarding the kidney pathology of MPL-lpr mice, urine ORM1 and urine

albumin, but not urine SERPINC1, were positively correlated with the activity

index (ORM1, rho =.879, p<.001; albumin, rho =.807, p=.003) and chronicity

index (ORM1, rho =.947, p<.001; albumin, rho =.869, p<.001).

Conclusion: We propose that urine SERPINC1 and ORM1 are novel biomarkers

for early LN.
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Introduction

Lupus nephritis (LN) is one of the serious consequences of

systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), a leading cause of morbidity

and mortality (1). Despite improvements in the treatment of LN,

the prognosis remains poor if proper treatment is not provided in

the early stages of the disease (2–4). Thus, there is a need for non-

invasive biomarkers for early detection of disease. Traditional

disease activity markers such as anti-dsDNA and complement are

unsatisfactory for detecting early LN, and estimating the progress of

treatment (5, 6). In addition, kidney biopsy, the gold standard for

diagnosis of LN, poses risks of complications (7). Furthermore,

since the presence of proteinuria or active urine sediment does not

necessarily reflect the severity of the histologic features of LN (8),

there is a need for biomarkers that are closely correlated with the

histologic features of LN.

We have proposed Serpin peptidase inhibitor clade C

(antithrombin) member 1 (SERPINC1) and alpha-1-acid

glycoprotein (ORM1) as urine biomarkers for LN based on data

obtained with the SWATH LC–MS liquid chromatography platform,

a mass spectrometry-based proteomics analysis system (9). In the

previous study, urine levels of ORM1 and SERPINC1were elevated in

newly diagnosed LN patients compared with healthy controls (HC)

and systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) patients without nephritis.

SERPINC1, a member of the serpin C family, is known to regulate the

blood coagulation cascade and anti-inflammatory activity (10). Levels

of SERPINC1 are elevated in acute kidney disease, suggesting an anti-

inflammatory action (11). ORM1, a member of the acute phase

protein family, activates monocytes, induces T-cell proliferation, and

promotes the secretion of proinflammatory cytokines (12).

Although SERPINC1 and ORM1 have been detected in newly

diagnosed LN, their biological roles in early LN are unclear. We

aimed to evaluate their utility as biomarkers for early LN in MRL/

lpr mice, a murine model of LN (13).
Materials and methods

Mass spectrometry analysis for
quantitative proteomics

We first sought potential urine biomarkers for LN in humans by

quantitative proteomics. Urine samples fromHC and patients with SLE

at Asan Medical Center, Seoul, Korea, were collected between January

2019 and August 2020. All patients with SLE met the 2012 Systemic

Lupus International Collaborating Clinics classification criteria for SLE

(14). The patients with SLE were classified into three groups: (i) SLE

patients without nephritis (isolated microscopic haematuria and pyuria

were not considered nephritis), (ii) initial LN patients (iLN): SLE

patients who were newly diagnosed with LN at the time of urine sample

collection, and (iii) LN patients: SLE patients previously diagnosed with

LN. We gathered information on age, sex, disease duration of SLE at

themoment of urine collection. The laboratory data at the time of urine

collection, including immunological parameters, such as anti-double-

stranded DNA antibody (anti-dsDNA) and complement levels was

also collected. Disease activity analysis was conducted utilizing the
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(SLEDAI-2K) and non-renal SLEDAI-2K scores. The Institutional

Review Board of Asan Medical Center approved the study (IRB No.

2013-0405). Written informed consent was obtained from all patients.

Methods for urine sample preparation and proteomic analysis have

been described (15). In brief, 1 ml of each urine samples was dried using

a CentriVap benchtop vacuum concentrator (Labconco, Cat No: #

7810010) and reconstituted in 500ul of 5% sodium dodecyl sulfate

buffer with 50mM triethylammonium bicarbonate (pH 8.5). After

assaying bicinchoninic acid, peptization was performed using an S-

trap mini (Profiti, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instruction

except for the trypsin/LysC setting (1:25 of protease: protein). An in-

house urinary proteome library was generated using a pooled sample of

peptides from all the groups, as described (15). Individual urine sample

were analyzed by SWATHLC-MS using quadrupole time offlight mass

spectrometry (TripleTOF® 5600+ System, Sciex, USA) coupled with

microflow LC (NanoLC 425, Sciex, USA) with pre-set parameters. The

resulting spectrum data were processed using DIA-NN (version 1.7.10)

with the in-house urine proteome spectral library to obtain relative

quantitative information and identification. Each protein abundance

was normalized using urine creatine amount of each patient at first then

transformed to log2 value. After width adjustment, missing value

replacement was performed. Receiver operating characteristics (ROC)

analysis with normalized abundance of proteome was conducted using

MedCalc (MedCalc Software Ltd, version 20.115) and additional

ontology analysis and protein-interaction analysis using STRING

(https://string-db.org/) was performed using the differentially

expression proteins (DEPs) which were belonged to cluster 4 with

MCL clustering option. In details, minimum required interaction score

was set as default (medium confident 0.400) and inflation parameter

was set to be 4 to identify the clusters.
Mice

Female MRL/MpJ (#000486) (n=12) and MRL/MpJ-Faslpr

(#000485) (n=11) mice, aged 6-wk, were obtained from the

Jackson Laboratories (ME, USA). The clinical activities of the

mice were estimated via their levels of anti-dsDNA every two

weeks to 18 weeks and at 21 weeks. Urine was collected from

each mouse at 13 weeks and at 23 weeks and the level of urine

protein/creatinine ratio (UPCR) of each mouse was performed at

that time. At 13 and 23 weeks, the mice were sacrificed, and kidney

tissue was obtained. All animal experiments were performed in

accordance with the guidelines for animal care of the Animal

Experimentation Committee of Asan Institute for Life S ciences

(IRB No. 2020-14-099).
Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays

Serum anti-dsDNA antibodies were measured with a Mouse

Anti-dsDNA antibody total IgG ELISA kit (Cat. 5110, Alpha

Diagnostic, TX, USA). Levels of ORM1(abx575963, Abbexa, TX,

USA), SERPINC1(ab108800, abcam, Cambridge, UK), albumin

(ab108792, abcam, Cambridge, UK) and creatinine (ADI-907-
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030A, Enzo, NY, USA) in the urine of mice at 13 and 23-wk age

were determined with commercially available ELISA kits, and

adjusted by creatinine concentrations.
Histologic analysis

Kidneys were fixed in 10% formalin for 24 hours at 4°C and

embedded in paraffin. Standard protocols were used for

hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), and periodic acid–Schiff (PAS)

staining. Pathologic lesions of the kidney were evaluated blind by

an animal pathologist, based on National Institutes of Health (NIH)

activity and chronicity indices (16).
Immunofluorescence staining
of kidney tissue

Using the Opal method (Perkin Elmer), two primary antibodies

were applied sequentially to a single slide. After deparaffinization in

xylene and rehydration in ethanol, antigen was retrieved by microwave

treatment in citrate buffer (pH 6.0). Primary rabbit antibodies for ORM1

(LSBio LifeSpan BioSciences, Inc, LS-C806250, 1:200) were incubated

for 1 h in a humidified chamber at room temperature (RT), followed by

detection using Polymer HRP Ms + Rb. Visualization of ORM1 was

accomplished using fluorescein opal 520 (1:100), after which the slide

was placed in citrate buffer (pH 6.0) and heated by microwave. The

slides were then incubated with primary rabbit antibody for SERPINC1

(LSBio LifeSpan BioSciences, Inc, LS-B6624, 1:100) for 1 h in a

humidified chamber at RT, followed by detection using Polymer HRP

Ms + Rb. SERPINC1 was visualized using opal 690 (1:100). Finally, the

slides were again placed in citrate buffer (pH 6.0) and heated by

microwave. Nuclei were visualized with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole

(DAPI) (1:500) and the sections were mounted to coverslips with

mounting medium (Enzo) and scanned with a SLIDEVIEW VS200

and OlyVIA (Olympus, Germany). Representative area of SERPINC1

and ORM1 in tissue were measured by Olyvia software.
Statistical analysis

All analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 8.4.3

software (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA). Mann–

Whitney U tests were performed for two-group comparisons. P

values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Significant differences are indicated with asterisks as follows: *p ≤

0.05, **p ≤ 0.01, ***p ≤ 0.001, and ****p ≤ 0.0001.
Results

Proteomic analysis of LN
biomarker candidates

Initially, biomarker candidates in urine samples from 25 HC and

79 SLE (SLE without nephritis; 37, iLN; 19, LN; 23) patients were
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validated. Of the SLE patients, 62 (78.5%) were women. The median

ages of each group were 51.0 years (IQR 37.5-56.3), 43.0 (IQR, 23.0-

49.5), 39.0 (IQR, 22.0-50.0) for SLE without nephritis, iLN, and LN

patients, respectively, and the corresponding levels of proteinuria

were 92.2 (IQR, 64.8-175.0) mg/g, 696.2 (IQR, 101.4-1511.9) mg/g,

and 970.9 (IQR, 585.6-2328.1) mg/g. Three of 17 (17.6%) patients in

the iLN group had proteinuria less than 500 mg/g. Further clinical

characteristics of SLE patients were summarized in Table 1.

From a quantitative proteome analysis of the 4 groups of urine

samples using SWTAH LC-MS, we selected proteins which

increased in the iLN group compared to the HC and SLE groups,

and we performed a hierarchical clustering analysis of 5

combination (iLN/HC, LN/HC, SLE/HC, LN/SLE and iLN/SLE)

using fold changes of the quantified urinary proteins. Of the

resulting 4 clusters, cluster 4 showed protein expression patterns

that increased in the iLN group compared to the HC and SLE

groups (Figure 1A). Among 23 proteins which increased in iLN

group than SLE group, 19 proteins including ORM1 and SERPINC1

showed a protein interaction network related to acute phase

response (FDR 8E-06), cellular oxidant detoxification (FDR 8E-

03) and response to stress (FDR 4E-02) (Figure 1B). Details of the

clustering from STRING were prepared as Supplementary Table 1.

In a comparative analysis of the iLN and SLE groups, SERPINC1

and ORM1 were more highly expressed in the iLN than the SLE

group with p-values of 0.006 and 0.003 for SERPINC1 and ORM1,

respectively. Areas under the curve (AUCs) of the ROC for

SERPINC1 and ORM1 between the iLN group and the SLE group

were 0.892 and 0.886, respectively (Figure 1C).
Urine SERPINC1/ORM1 expression in MRL/
lpr and MRL/MpJ mice

A total of twenty-three MRL/lpr (n=12) and MRL/MpJ (n=11)

mice were analyzed according to the experimental schedule

(Figure 2A). Serum anti-dsDNA increased significantly more with

time in the MRL-lpr than in the MRL-MpJ mice (Figure 2B).

To examine the usefulness of SERPINC1 and ORM1 for early

detection of lupus nephritis, SERPINC1 and ORM1 urine levels

were analyzed at 13 weeks and 23 weeks. SERPINC1 and ORM1

levels detected by ELISA were significantly higher in the MRL-lpr

mice than the MRL/MpJ mice at 13 and 23 weeks (SERPINC1:

p<.01 and p<.001 at 13 and 23 weeks, respectively; ORM1: p<.01 at

13 and 23 weeks) (Figures 2C, D). In contrast, we only detected a

significant difference in urine albumin between the two groups at 23

weeks (p<.001) (Figure 2E).
Histologic analysis of MRL/lpr mice

Next, we performed histology analysis of MRL/lpr mice. Interstitial

inflammation and endocapillary hypercellularity, which are indicators

of activity index, were observed in all kidney tissues of MRL-lpr mice at

23 weeks. Interstitial fibrosis and global glomerulosclerosis, indicators

of chronic index, were also observed in kidney tissues (Figures 3A, B).

Activity index and chronicity index in MRL-lpr mice were median 8.0
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(6.5-9.0), 2.0 (1.5-2.5), respectively. When we examined the expression

of SERPINC1 andORM1 in kidney tissue, SERPINC1 andORM1were

primarily seen in the tubular membranes of immunofluorescence-

stained kidney tissue (Figure 3C). The expression of SERPINC1 and

ORM1 in kidney tissue was significantly higher in MRL/lpr mice than

MRL/MpJ mice (Figure 3D). As shown in Table 2, urine ORM1 was
Frontiers in Immunology 04
found to be correlated with the activity index (rho =.879, p<.001) and

chronicity index (rho =.947, p<.001) in the kidney tissue of MPL-lpr

mice. The correlation with the histopathology index was stronger than

for urine albumin (rho =.807, p=.003, for the activity index, and rho

=.869, p=<.001 for the chronicity index). By the 23-week mark, notable

ORM1/SERPINC1 expression was observed, aligned with histological
TABLE 1 Baseline characteristics of SLE patients.

SLE without nephritis
(N = 37)

iLN
(N = 19)

LN
(N = 23)

P valuea

Age, years, median (IQR) 51.0 (37.5–56.3) 43.0 (23.0-49.5) 39.0 (22.0–50.0) 0.005

Female sex, n (%) 31 (83.7) 14 (73.7) 17 (73.9) >0.999

Disease duration, months, median (IQR) 33.3 (18.0–64.2) 37.6 (0.8-88.8) 29.8 (8.1–63.6) 0.427

Serum creatinine, mg/dl, median (IQR) 0.60 (0.54–0.77) 0.73 (0.63-0.98) 0.67 (0.55–0.87) 0.348

UPCR, mg/g, median (IQR) 92.2 (64.8–175.0) 696.2 (101.4-1511.9) 970.9 (585.6-2328.1) <0.001

Urine RBC ≥5/HPF, n (%) 2 (9.5) 4 (21.1) 8 (20.5) 0.470

Urine WBC ≥5/HPF, n (%) 2 (9.5) 4 (21.1) 9 (23.1) 0.299

C3, mg/dl, median (IQR) 98.1 (78.7–113.5) 63.9 (45.7) 79.1 (53.3–94.7) 0.006

C4, mg/dl, median (IQR) 21.1 (13.9–25.6) 7.9 (6.2-18.2) 16.2 (7.8–22.0) 0.012

Anti-dsDNA Ab, IU/ml, median (IQR) 8.2 (5.3–21.1) 124 (5.2-327.0) 14.9 (5.9–154.0) 0.003

ESR, mm/h, median (IQR) 20.0 (12.0–34.5) 24.0 (16.0-31.0) 21.0 (13.0–30.0) 0.762

CRP, mg/dl, median (IQR) 0.15 (0.10–0.26) 0.18 (0.10-0.45) 0.10 (0.10–0.37) 0.250

SLEDAI-2K, median (IQR) 6.0 (2.0–8.0) 8.0 (6.0-14.0) 8.0 (5.0–12.0) 0.260

Non-renal SLEDAI-2K, median (IQR) 4.0 (2.0–8.0) 4.0 (2.0–8.0) 4.0 (2.0–8.0) 0.838
fr
avariables were compared by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).
SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus; LN, lupus nephritis; Cr, creatinine; UPCR, urine protein/creatinine ratio; RBC, red blood cell; HPF, high power field; WBC, white blood cell; Anti-dsDNA Ab,
anti-double stranded DNA antibody; C3, complement protein 3; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; CRP, C-reactive protein; SLEDAI-2K, systemic lupus erythematosus disease activity index-
2000. Bold values denote statistical significance at the P < 0.05 level.
A B C

FIGURE 1

Comparative urinary proteome analysis (A) Hierarchical clustering analysis of the expression of proteins in the iLN group compared with the HC, SLE,
and LN (B) Protein interaction map was generated using DEPs which increase more than 2 times with p < 0.05 in iLN group compared SLE group
(Cluster 4) and gene ontology was performed using STRING embedded option. Red circle indicate that 19 protein-consisted network including
SERPINA1 and ORM1 are belonged to 3 biological processes (acute-phase response, cellular oxidant detoxification and response to stress) (C) Box
plots and ROC curves for SERPINC1 (upper panel) and ORM1 (lower panel) in the iLN group and SLE group; HC, healthy controls; LN, lupus nephritis
groups; iLN, initial LN; SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus; DEPs, differentially expressed proteins; ROC; receiver operating characteristics.
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findings indicative of LN. Intriguingly, even at the 13-week time point,

ORM1/SERPINC1 expression was detected (statistical significance was

achieved in ORM1, p <0.05) (Supplementary Figure 1).
Discussion

In this study we showed that urine SERPINC1 and ORM1 could be

detected earlier in the LN murine model than urine albumin. In

addition, urine ORM1 level, like urine albumin, was correlated with

degree of activity and chronicity index. Therefore, we propose that urine

SERPINC1 and ORM1 are novel biomarkers for early detection of LN.

Traditionally, biomarkers have been selected on the basis of the

LN-associated pathophysiological pathways. However this is a biased

approach that limits the detection of novel biomarkers (17, 18). In

contrast, profiling proteins by proteomic analysis is an unbiased way

to identify biomarkers such as ceruloplasmin and transferrin (19–21).

Recently, the development of techniques for high-throughput

proteomic analysis has greatly advanced biomarker studies. Of the

various quantitative proteomic analysis methods, SWATH LC–MS-

based analysis has several advantages, such as reproducibility,

consistency, broad coverage, and sensitivity (22, 23). Using this

technique, we found that SERPINC1 and ORM1 increased more in

iLN than in SLE, supporting the validity of this platform and in

agreement with previous studies identifying urine ORM1 (24, 25)

and ceruloplasmin (19, 24, 25) as biomarkers for active LN. Of the

four ELISA-validated urine proteins, expression of ORM1

(AUC=0.886) and SERPINC1 (AUC=0.886) was significantly

higher in iLN than SLE, in line with our previous study (9).

Of the 23 proteins which increased more in the iLN group than

the SLE group, 19 proteins, including ORM1 and SERPINC1, were
Frontiers in Immunology 05
show by protein interaction network analysis to be related to the

acute phase response (FDR 8E-06), cellular oxidant detoxification

(FDR 8E-03) or response to stress (FDR 4E-02). The conclusions

from these comparative proteomic results are that proteins involved

in the acute inflammatory response are signatures of the initial stage

of LN and that acute response pathway proteins such as ORM1 and

SERPINC1 are potential biomarkers for monitoring the transition

from SLE to initial LN without invasive kidney biopsy.

ORM, a member of the acute phase protein family, activates

monocytes, induces T-cell proliferation, and promotes the secretion

of pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as tumour necrosis factor a,
interleukin (IL)-1, and IL-6 (12, 26). However, its biological role is

poorly understood. Protein metabolomic analysis of SLE patients

identified 9 proteins including ORM1 and SERPINA1 that were

elevated, causing modulation of the TP53 and AMPK signalling

pathways (27). Although its role in LN remains unclear, previous

proteomics studies highlighted urine ORM1 as a biomarker for

active LN (24, 25). Our present findings suggest that urine ORM1 is

also a promising biomarker for early LN.

SERPINC1, also known as ATIII, has anti-inflammatory effects by

increasing the production of prostacyclin and inhibiting thrombin-

induced inflammatory cascades (10). Previous studies have identified a

relationship between SERPINC1 and several kidney diseases, including

nephrotic syndrome and acute kidney injury (11, 28). However, its

association with LN has not been previously recognized. We provide

the first evidence that it could be used as a biomarker to reflect the

underlying histology in patients with LN.

Importantly, only 17.6% of patients in the iLN group had non-

significant proteinuria (UPCR<500 mg/g). This and the fact that the

guidelines for LN suggest renal biopsy in patients with proteinuria over

UPCR 500mg/g (29, 30), indicates that we were able to identify most
A B

D EC

FIGURE 2

Serum and urine proteins in in MRL/lpr and MRL/MpJ mice. (A) Experimental design (B) Serum anti-dsDNA levels (C) urine SERPINC1, (D) urine
ORM1, (E) urine albumin levels at 13 and 23 weeks, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001.
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patients with early LN. In this regard, in the murine LN model, urine

SERPINC1 and ORM1 were already significantly different from the

control group at 13 weeks, at which point urine albumin was not

significantly different from the control group. Therefore, the urine
Frontiers in Immunology 06
biomarkers identified here could be useful for early detection of LN,

before, even, the development of significant proteinuria.

In addition, urine ORM1 not only identified early LN, but also

was strongly associated with histologic scores for kidney pathology.
A

B

D

C

FIGURE 3

Histologic analysis of kidney tissues in MRL/lpr and MRL/MpJ mice at 23-week. (A) H&E-stained kidney tissue (B) PAS-stained kidney tissue (C) Opal-
multiplexed immunofluorescence-stained kidney tissue (D) Quantification of positive areas, ** p<0.01.
TABLE 2 Correlation between potential urine biomarkers for LN and pathologic activity/chronicity indexes.

Activity index Chronicity index

Rho (95% CI) R2 P value Rho (95% CI) R2 P value

Urine albumin 0.807 (0.410, 0.948) 0.651 0.003 0.869 (0.561, 0.965) 0.755 <0.001

Urine SERPINC1 0.082 (-0.545, 0.650) 0.007 0.811 0.022 (-0.587, 0.619) 0.000 0.949

Urine ORM1 0.879 (0.590, 0.968) 0.772 <0.001 0.947 (0.804, 0.987) 0.897 <0.001
fro
Bold values denote statistical significance at the P < 0.05 level.
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There have been attempts to discover non-invasive biomarkers to

reflect the renal pathology of lupus nephritis (25). In our study,

ORM1 level was strongly correlated with the renal histopathology

index, as was urine albumin, and it was primarily expressed in

tubular membranes. The role of ORM1 in inflammatory cascades,

and the fact that glomerular inflammation is a distinct pathologic

hallmark of LN (31, 32), support ORM1 as a useful biomarker for

early detection for LN and for the presumption of kidney damage.

Since we used a lupus nephritis animal model to identify these

biomarkers, further work is needed examining a longitudinal

patient cohort to confirm their clinical usefulness. Lastly, other

urinary abnormalities such as microscopic hematuria or cellular

casts could be taken as indicative of early lupus nephritis, they were

not included as variables in our analysis.

In conclusion, we have detected elevated levels of urine

SERPINC1 and ORM1 in a murine model of LN, before severe

proteinuria developed. Urine ORM1 levels were more closely

correlated with degree of activity and chronicity index than urine

albumin levels. Therefore, we suggest that urine SERPINC1 and

ORM1 can be novel biomarkers for early LN.
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